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Shed Sliders
cheeseburger 4
buffalo chicken 4
BBQ pork 4

Barn Owl Bites
mozzarella cheese & bacon 5
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Pretzel Bites

Wee Billy Manhattan
Billy Whiskey, sweet vermouth & Angostura
bitters 6

Wee Sazerac
rye whiskey & Peychaud’s bitters 5.25

Wee Vieux Carre
rye whiskey, Benedictine, Hennessey VS,
Angostura & Peychaud’s bitters 5.25
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Wee Cocktail Flight
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Billy Manhattan, Sazerac & Vieux Carre 13
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*Items are cooked to order.
Consuming raw or undercooked eggs & meats
may increase your risk of foodborne illness
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Welcome to the Little White Shed, the westside
version of our beloved Little Red Shed at Edgefield
in Troutdale, east of Portland. Notice how cool it is
in here? The early-1900s building was constructed
as the milk shed for the Imbrie family’s dairy
operations. The cows were located next door in the
Octagon Barn (designed to more efficiently house,
feed and milk the animals). Their milk would be
stored in the cool confines of this little space in
which you now stand. Its thick walls still keep the
heat out during summer and in during winter.
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But setting that historical note aside, you might
imagine yourself in a cozy pub in Ireland, yes? The
whitewashed walls, bare floors and old wooden
bar set the tone, while a pint of something dark
and malty keeps the vision from fading. This little
spot, set in the middle of a bustling property in
the midst of an even more bustling suburban area,
defines our philosophy of what we mean when we
say “small bar” – it should be an escape from the
ordinary, a way to tap into your wanderlust and
imagine yourself elsewhere for the duration of a
beer or two.
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